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Beta Decomposition for Industry Portfolios 

After decompose the unexpected excess market return into two news components, we 

can analyze further how different industries in TAIEX respond to these two news 

terms in the last two decades. We estimate the composition of bad beta and good beta 

from the covariance of industrial index monthly return and each news term; then we 

also observe the evolutions of different kinds of betas in the past twenty years. 

 

We adapt the industry indices calculated for different industrial sectors by Taiwan 

Stock Exchange Corporation (TSEC) as our industry portfolios. The first eight main 

industrial indices are collected from 1986. There are Cement/Glass/Ceramics, Foods, 

Plastics/Chemicals/Rubber, Textiles, Machinery/Appliance/Cable/Electronics, 

Paper/Pulp, Construction, and Finance.3 In order to reflect market expansion and 

broader perspective of industrial performances with the overall market trend, TSEC 

introduced additional 14 industrial sub-indices including Cement, Plastics, Machinery, 

Appliance/Cable, Automobile, Chemicals, Glass/Ceramics, Steel, Rubbers, 

Electronics, Transportation, Tourism, Retail and Others from 1995. We treat these 22 

industry indices as our different industry portfolios in our empirical studies. All 

indices we use here are also value-weighted indices which represent the market value 

of companies listed in these indices. 

 

Table (4) shows the composition of our two betas for 22 different industry portfolios 

during the whole sample period from 1985:06 to 2005:12. Main industry beta 

decompositions are estimated from 1985:07 and sub industry beta decompositions 

from 1995:02. There are a few features worth noticing. Because the discount-rate 

 
3 The Finance industry index is calculated from 1987. 
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news term dominates the variability of the aggregate stock market, the absolute values 

of discount-rate beta, or good beta, of industry portfolios are much larger than the 

absolute values of cash-flow beta, or bad beta. Most of industries have reasonable 

market betas, which are the sum of good and bad beta. For example, the traditional 

industries like Cement, Foods, Textile, Steel and Plastics industries have lower market 

betas in contrast to Electronics and Finance industries. The market beta of Automobile 

industry is only 0.483 which is lowest in all industry classification. The service 

industries like Tourism and Retail also have low market beta. The highest market beta 

falls in Electronics industry as we expect because its trading volume accounts for half 

of the total market volume in Taiwan stock market. 

 

Electronics and Finance industries have higher market betas. In main-industry 

classification, Machinery/Appliance/Cable/Electronics has highest discount-rate beta 

which is 1.196 from 1985 to 2005. The discount-rate beta of Finance industry is 1.135. 

In sub-industry classification, the discount-rate beta of Electronics industry is even 

higher than 1.75 after 1995. These two industries are both the trade focus in TAIEX 

and often lead the whole market performance. Furthermore, there are many new 

technology corporations in the Electronics section which are obvious growth stocks. 

For finance industry, many stock prices of financial institutions like banks and 

insurance corporations have tremendous growth because of asset revaluation during 

the bull market in late 80s. Therefore, it is reasonable that their performance is 

sensitive to the discount-rate news about future expected market return. This result is 

consistent with the suggestion of Campbell and Vuolteenaho (2004) that the growth 

stocks have higher discount-rate betas than value stocks. Construction industry also 

has a discount-rate beta higher than unity but a cash-flow beta close to zero. It may be 

because the prosperity of construction often follows the overall market. 
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One obvious feature is the negative cash-flow betas of some industries, especially in 

the Electronics industry. The Electronics industry has extremely low cash-flow beta 

which is -0.493. The Tourism industry has higher cash-flow beta than others which is 

0.331. The traditional industries roughly have higher cash-flow beta. One interesting 

feature is that the higher cash-flow betas in sub-industry classification than that in 

main-industry. Because two different classifications are calculated in different periods 

that the sub-industry is computed at the modern period against the main-industry, we 

can treat the higher cash-flow betas in sun-industry as a signal that the cash-flow beta 

in the last decade is higher than that in the overall sample period. 

 

It is weird that the return of these portfolios has a negative relation with expected cash 

dividend. There are four possible reasons. First, Finance and Electronics industry 

dominate overall TAIEX performance sequentially in last two decades. They are 

easily affected by the change of future expectation for whole market. Because the 

cash-flow news is the residual of discount-rate news, the higher discount-rate beta 

may cause the lower cash-flow beta. Second, the negative cash-flow betas may be 

caused by the immature in Taiwan stock market, especially the irrational bubble in 

late 80s and 90s. Investors irrationally chase growth stocks and are hysterically 

affected by market prospect. Third, increasing in cash dividend presents a signal that 

future growth may slow down. This is a reason why investors have opposite reaction 

for cash flows. The other possibility is that the index data we used throughout this 

paper is computed by the change of overall market value including the value decrease 

after payout of cash dividends. But because the indices calculated by TSEC do not 

adjust for pay out of cash dividends, the return of each index will be underestimated. 

According to the formula of return decomposition in Eq. (5), the underestimation will 
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be reflected in cash-flow news and then also underrate the cash-flow beta. 

 

Table (4) estimates fixed betas in our sample period. An alternative view is that these 

two betas continue to change during this period. We estimate a time-series evolution 

of the cash-flow and discount-rate beta for 22 industries using 36-month moving 

average as shown in Figure (3) to Figure (8).  

 

The evolution of cash-flow beta shows some difference with Table (4). The most 

obvious feature is the increasing pattern of cash-flow beta. The cash-flow betas of 

different industries increase from negative level during early 90s to positive after late 

90s. In main-industry classification as Figure (3), most of industries almost have 

cash-flow beta above zero after 2000. Two exceptions are Plastics/Chemicals/Rubber 

and Machinery/Appliance/Cable/Electronics industries. The former seems to have 

modest level of cycle and its bad beta is within ±0.2 at most of sample periods. The 

bad beta of Machinery/Appliance/Cable/Electronics industry is almost lower than 

zero during the whole sample period. Its pattern shows that the cash-flow beta of this 

industry reaches extremely low level during IT bubble of stock market. The similar 

phenomenon which is the climbing of cash-flow betas and the unusual low cash-flow 

beta of the Electronics industry also exists in sub-industry classification as Figure (4).  

 

The climbing of cash-flow betas suggest that most of industries progressively react 

positively to news about cash flows in the last few years. Involvement of institution 

investor and professional of stock investment decreases irrational reaction to 

discount-rate news, but increases the importance of requirement for cash dividends. 

We expect that the dividend yield will play a more important role in stock investment 

gradually when the TAIEX becomes mature. Negative cash-flow betas will rarely 
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happen in mature industries. In addition, the higher cash-flow betas also imply the 

higher risk premium for stock market as the suggestion in Campbell and Vuolteenaho 

(2004).  

 

The pattern of discount-rate beta is similar to the market beta because the domination 

of the discount-rate news in unexpected market returns. Different patterns of beta 

reflect two facts. One is that there is different trade focus for investors in different 

periods. The other is the different cycles for individual industry with the whole market. 

In other words, we suggest that investors may chase different industries through the 

market focus and industrial cycles so that the returns of these industries portfolios will 

be affected by expectation market return of investors easily. There are some industries 

that show modest decreasing in discount-rate beta. We think these are forecasts about 

the decrease in future growth so that investors have lower sensitivities for these 

industries. 

 

One question is why the electronics industry has an extremely negative cash-flow beta 

and an extremely high discount-rate beta. Corporations listed in TAIEX, especially 

technology corporations, rarely pay cash dividends to stockholders. Instead, they 

usually choose to pay stock dividends to investors because it will not give stress to 

cash flows for corporations and keep cashes for future internal investments. Investors 

also like stock dividends much more than cash dividends in the past because expected 

capital gains from stocks are higher than dividend yields. But the incentive for stock 

dividends brings pressure of continuous growth for corporation to meet the expanding 

of capital stock. We can anticipate this is why electronics industry is so sensitive to 

expected future return and future capital gains from stocks that investors for 

electronics industry detest cash flow from stocks. 


